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Mic Drop
To whom this may concern.
I'm writing to you to give my opinion on why the lockout laws has done more harm than good.
We all know this, it doesn't take a genius.
Thanks to the great Barry O'Farrell and his secret admirer Mike Baird, thousands of jobs and
livelihoods have been lost, late night culture has been critically damaged, and a shame has
been held to the people of Sydney city. I'm sure the politicians that are pro‐lockouts were
cheering the moment that the last king‐hit pre‐lockouts happened, because it gave them a
solid reason to push the lockout law rubbish into pace and have the general middle
aged/clueless population cheer in favor. It's funny how most of the people that are pro‐
lockouts actually have nothing to do with what they're affecting but still seem to know it all?
I'd love to see the dodgy deals that have been struck to allow the casinos to remain exempt
from the lockouts, too.
Do these people realise that not everyone works a 9‐5? There are also hundreds of thousands
of people in Sydney who works night hours who may also want to go out after work and have
some drinks, a dance or be a part of a social culture past 1:30am, maybe even 6am or 7am, who
should care, it's nobodies business but theirs. There shouldn't be a time limit on culture!
Now, if Mike Baird really cared at all about the damage violence or ANY sort of harm
something can do to a family, how about he looks at problem gambling, in which hundreds of
people take their own lives every year due to addiction and mental problems! ﴾But no of
course we need more money from the casino/pokies﴿ On ya Mike....
DRINKING is NOT the ISSUE. Violent CUNTS are the ISSUE. If you want to fix violence, then FIX
the ROOT of the problem, spend more on anti‐bullying, manners, etiquette and mental health
classes in pre, primary and high school!
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Brb while I put some lockouts on the local kebab shops too.

Best regards,
Sam!
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